CROP DEMONSTRATION SCHEME :-

1. How you have been introduced to this scheme?

2. From which type of crop demonstration you have been benefited during Kharif / Rabi
   a) 
   b) 
   c) 

3. Whether that demonstration was done on your land?  
   Yes / No
   a) If No , kindly tell how you have been benefited?
   b) If Yes, do you know the sanctioned quantity of input items required for the demonstration of crops on your plot?  
      Yes / No
   i) If yes, whether all the input items sanctioned for demonstration on your plot was used properly?  
      Yes / No
   ii) If No , why

4. Did you face any difficulty in getting the sanctioned input materials and the electrical assistance required for the demonstration on your land?  
   Faced a lot of difficulties / Faced some difficulties/ Did not face any difficulty
   a) If faced difficulty, what type of difficulty and by whom?

5. To what extent the help rendered to you by the Government under this scheme has really helped you in improving your condition?  
   a) How do you say so?